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Appendix 1 
Sensitivity of food web properties to linkage criteria 
Aggregation consists in the simplification of food webs by grouping similar species into trophic 

groups or clusters termed ‘trophospecies’ (i.e. a set of taxa that share the same set of consumers and 

resources as defined by Dunne 2009). When aggregating food webs, we face a critical question: 

“How to consider the links that exist between members of one cluster and members of another?” 

Above all, this issue reveals to be tricky when at least one member of a first cluster is not connected 

to all members of a second cluster. Do we link those two groups anyway? To solve this issue, 

several linkage criteria do exist based on their restrictiveness (or permissiveness) to link new 

groups. Martinez (1993) showed that sensitivity of food web structural properties to aggregation 

procedures may be influenced by linkage criteria. To complete our study, we explored response of 

three food web structural properties to structural equivalence aggregation under five linkage 

criteria. 

 

Material and methods 
We used the comprehensive Barents Sea food web representation to investigate how food web 

properties behave to reassessment of links (Planque et al. 2014). In an aggregated food web, 

trophospecies are constituted by groups of trophospecies from a more complex food web and the 

link between two newly formed groups is then expressed by the number of links between the 

members of the two groups. When all possible links are realised there is full linkage between two 

groups. If only one possible link is realised there is minimal linkage between the two groups. There 

is no linkage when none of the possible links are realised. Based on the amount of realised links 

among all possible links, Martinez (1991) presented three linkage criteria: maximum linkage in 

which minimal linkage is enough to link two groups; minimum linkage in which full linkage is 

needed; intermediate linkage in which at least 50% of all possible links need to be realised. 

Martinez (1991) grouped species using structural equivalence aggregation with those three linkage 

criteria. In our study, we enlarged this spectrum adding two other linkage criteria. We defined 

intermediate 25% linkage that link two groups connected by at least 25% of all possible links 
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between members of both groups. Similarly, we defined intermediate 75% linkage. An illustration 

of each linkage is presented in Fig. A1. These illustrations display only unidirectional links to 

simplify the reading of the diagrams. In practice, mutual feeding needs to be considered. 

 

 
Figure A1. Diagram representing reassessment of links using each linkage criteria and considering only 

unidirectionnality. On the left: new groups with the minimum realized links necessary to tie the two groups in red 

and blue. On the right: the new groups after linkage. Dots represent members of groups and groups are shown as 

rectangles. 

 

Ordered by permissiveness to link new groups, maximum linkage is the most permissive linkage, 

followed by intermediate 25%, intermediate 50%, intermediate 75% and finally minimum linkage. 

As a consequence, maximum linkage maximizes the number of links while minimum linkage 

minimizes the number of links in the newly formed food webs. To investigate impact of linkage 

criteria on responses of food web properties to aggregation, we focused on structural equivalence 

aggregation (i.e. the grouping of species based on the similarities in their diet) and three food web 

properties presented in the main paper: 1) directed connectance (i.e. the complexity of the food web, 

C, shortened to ‘connectance’), 2) predator–prey ratio (i.e. the ratio between the amount of 

predators and prey in the food web, PPr), 3) cannibalism (i.e. the percentage of cannibal species, 

Can). 

 

Results 
This section describes behaviour of food web structural properties with reducing resolution by 

giving an overview of their response to structural equivalence aggregation using five linkage 

criteria. Each linkage is reported as Max (maximum linkage), Int25% (intermediate 25% linkage), 

Int50% (intermediate 50% linkage), Int75% (intermediate 75% linkage) and Min (minimum 

linkage) in the legends. The horizontal dashed lines represent the position of the value computed for 

the original food web which is set as our reference (values are available in Table 2). 
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Connectance 

We represented connectance as a function of the number of trophospecies under structural 

equivalence aggregation with maximum, intermediate 25%, intermediate 50%, intermediate 75%, 

minimum linkage criteria (Fig. A2). All linkage criteria except maximum linkage led to a 

decreasing connectance and ultimately fully disconnected webs (C = 0). The more restrictive was 

the linkage criterion, the sooner this disconnection was reached. However, both intermediate 50% 

and 25% linkage criteria maintained connectance relatively well until the food web was reduced to 

ca. 80 trophospecies for intermediate 50% linkage and 30 for intermediate 25% linkage. For more 

aggregated food webs using the two cited-above linkage criteria, connectance decreased before to 

reach 0. 

 

 

Figure A2. Connectance computed for each aggregated food webs using structural 

equivalence aggregation and five linkage criteria. Individual colours refer to specific 

linkage criterion as described on the graph. The horizontal dashed line represents the 

position of the reference value. The dashed curve indicates that the curve goes beyond the 

y-scale. 

 

Predator–prey ratio 

The next food web property to be investigated was the predator–prey ratio. We represented 

predators-prey ratio as a function of the number of trophospecies under structural equivalence 

aggregation with maximum, intermediate 25%, intermediate 50%, intermediate 75%, minimum 

linkages (Fig. A3). 
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Figure A3. Same as Fig. A2 for the predator–prey ratio (PPr). 

 

Using restrictive linkage (e.g. minimum linkage or intermediate 75% linkage), the predator–prey 

ratio increased first then decreased to stabilize to a value of one (i.e. as many predators as prey in 

the food web) at lower resolution food webs than ca 60 trophospecies. For more aggregated food 

web than 40 trophospecies, the predator–prey ratio was not computed using those two linkage due 

to the network disconnection observed previously. Unlike restrictive linkage, the most permissive 

linkage criterion – maximum linkage – seemed to stabilize the predator–prey ratio to a value of one. 

Intermediate 25% and 50% linkage remained stable to a reduction down to approximately 100 

species (intermediate 50% linkage) and 60 species (intermediate 25% linkage). For more 

aggregated food webs, the disconnection of the food web is reached. 

 

Cannibalism 

The final food web property to be investigated was cannibalism. We represented cannibalism as 

function of the number of trophospecies under structural equivalence aggregation with maximum, 

intermediate 25%, intermediate 50%, intermediate 75%, minimum linkages (Fig. A4). 
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Figure A4. Same as Fig. A2 for the percentage of cannibal species (Can). 

 

For cannibalism, no methods seemed to maintain this food web property. However, using the 

intermediate 25% linkage criterion, the values computed for aggregated food web with structural 

equivalence aggregation oscillated above the reference for food web with resolution higher than ca. 

40 species. For more aggregated food webs, cannibalism oscillated below the reference. All linkage 

ultimately led to a complete disconnection of food webs. 

 

Discussion 
The formerly observed robustness of connectance to aggregation procedures seemed to depend on 

the restrictiveness of linkage criteria. In this section, we discuss how food web structural properties 

behave to linkage criteria and what are the implications for building and simplifying food webs. 

 

Sensitivity to linkage criteria 

Martinez (1991) was first to address the importance of linkage on the response of food web 

properties to aggregation. His results suggested that connectance is less sensitive to maximum 

linkage than to minimum linkage. However, in a later study, Martinez (1993) suggested that when 

using extreme linkage (e.g. maximum and minimum linkage), food web properties are more 

sensitive to linkage criteria rather than to species grouping (i.e. resolution). Conversely, when using 

intermediate linkage (e.g. intermediate 50% linkage criterion), the food web structural properties 

are more sensitive to the species grouping methodologies themselves (e.g. grouping species based 

on their taxonomic relatedness). In the present work, we confirm results from Martinez (1991, 

1993) and we suggest that permissive but not extreme linkage – i.e. linkage in favour of maximally 
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connected webs such as intermediate 25% linkage – constitute a good tradeoff between robustness 

to resolution and to linkage. All food web properties remained relatively insensitive to aggregation 

when using intermediate 25% linkage. The stability of predators-prey ratio using maximum linkage 

is indeed an artefact. Maximum linkage has the tendency to keep all realised links and maximally 

connects the food web. A predators-prey ratio of 1 indicates that all species are considered as 

intermediate species (i.e. species with prey and predators, unlike basal species that have no prey and 

top predators that have no predators). A top predator, once grouped with either a basal species or an 

intermediate species results in an intermediate trophospecies. A basal species grouped with a top or 

an intermediate species will result in an intermediate trophospecies as well. Our results show that 

robustness of food web properties to aggregation largely depends on which linkage criterion is used. 

  

Implication on the building of food webs 

To build aggregated food webs, no linkage criteria are the best but some are better than others. 

Maximum linkage tends to over-estimate values for food web properties while resolution of food 

web is reduced. Minimum linkage and other restrictive linkage, on the contrary, tends to under-

estimate values for food web properties, and ultimately lead to the disconnection of the food web. 

On the contrary, permissive intermediate linkages (i.e. intermediate 25% and 50% linkage) 

constitute a good tradeoff between over-estimation and under-estimation of food web properties. 

Intermediate 25% linkage criteria or other intermediate linkages in the range 25–50% enhance 

robustness of directed connectance and other food web properties. 

 

Conclusion 

The food web structure of aggregated food web largely depends on how trophospecies are linked 

together. Linkage criteria need to be selected cautiously. We show that using none extreme but 

permissive linkage criteria, we can maintain food web structural properties. We recommend the use 

of intermediate 25% linkage that showed the most constant and promising results. 
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